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We characterize the linear and harmonizable fractional stable motions as the self-similar stable processes 
with stationary increments whose left-equivalent (or right-equivalent) stationary processes are moving 
averages and harmonizable respectively. 
self-similar processes * stable processes * linear and harmonizable fractional stable motions 
1. Introduction 
A stochastic process X = (X(t)) fsiW is self-similar with parameter H > 0 (H-ss) if 
X( c. ) 5 cHX( . ) for all c > 0, and has stationary increments (si) if X( . + b) - 
X(b) g X( . ) for all b E R, where 5 means the equality of all finite-dimensional 
distributions. Every H-ss si process is stochastically continuous (Vervaat, 1985). A 
real-valued stochastic process X is a-stable if all finite-dimensional distrubutions 
are a-stable where 0 < a < 2, and when (Y = 2, it is Gaussian. 
For Gaussian H-ss si processes, H s 1 and the only H-ss si Gaussian process with 
H < 1 is the fractional Brownian motion (see Mandelbrot and Van Ness, 1968). On 
the other hand, when 0 < (Y < 2, many H-ss si a-stable processes have been recog- 
nized in the past ten years (see K&to and Maejima, 1990). Among these, the most 
important examples of H-ss si a-stable processes for 0 < (Y < 2 are the linear frac- 
tional stable motion whose properties have been well studied (see, e.g., Cambanis 
and Maejima, 1989; Samorodnitsky and Taqqu, 1989; Astrauskas, Levy and Taqqu, 
1989), and the harmonizable fractional stable motion (see Cambanis and Maejima, 
1989). 
As discussed in Cambanis and Maejima (1989), which will be referred to as 
CM (1989), to any stochastically continuous si a-stable process X = (X( f)),tR with 
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I< (Y G 2 there correspond two stationary a-stable processes Y,_ = ( YL( t)) ,ta and 
YR = (YR(f)),& in the following way: 
0 I Yt_(t) = 
I 
e”[X(t)-X(t+u)]du=X(t)- J euP’X(u)dn, tE[W, --m -a‘ 
(1.1) 
J 
m 
J 
cc YR(t) = eC’[X(t)-X(t+u)]du=X(t)- elPuX(u)du, tE[W. 
0 , 
(1.2) 
A straightforward calculation gives for all s < t, 
J 
I 
X(t)-X(s)= YL(t)- YL(s)+ Y,_(u) du, (1.3) F 
J 
r X(t)-X(s)= YR(t)- YR(S)_ YR( u) du. (1.4) 
F
(( 1.3) is given in (2.2) on p. 307 in CM (1989), where the minus sign before the 
integral should be replaced by a plus sign as in (1.3).) (1.4) is derived from (1.2) 
in the same way as (1.3) is derived from (1.1) in CM (1989). 
The existence of the integrals in (1.1) and (1.2), and the derivation of (1.3) and 
(1.4) from (1.1) and (1.2), respectively, are justified only when 1 < LY < 2. When 
O< LY < 1, (1.1) and (1.2) do not always make sense at least when X is the linear 
fractional stable motion, because of lack of integrability (cf. Samorodnitsky, 1992). 
Therefore, whenever YL or YR is considered, we assume 1 < LY ~2. The correspon- 
dence between the increments of X and YL is one-to-one and so is the correspondence 
between the increments of X and YR. Furthermore, it follows from (l.l)-( 1.4) that 
either one of X and YL (resp. Y,J is expressed linearly in terms of past (resp. 
future) values of the other, so they are left- (resp. right-) equivalent in the sense 
that if ZL(dX, t) (resp. Tp,(AX, t)) is the closure in probability of all finite linear 
combinations of the increments of X to the left (resp. right) of t and ZL( YL, t) 
(resp. 6pR( YR, t)) is the closure in probability of all finite linear combinations of 
the values of YL (resp. YR) to the left (resp. right) of t, then for all t E R, 
NW t) = 2L.C YL, t), Zr,(AX t) = TR( Y,, t) 
We will call Y,_ and YR the left-equivalent and right-equivalent stationary process 
of the si process X. 
The purpose of this paper is to give characterizations of the linear and the 
harmonizable fractional stable motions in terms of their left- or right- equivalent 
stationary processes. 
2. The linear fractional stable motion 
One of the most important classes of stationary stable processes consists of moving 
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averages: 
I 
CD 
Y(t) = g(r-u) dM,(u), PER (2.1) 
--co 
where 0 < (Y G 2, g E L*(R) (g logIg E L’(R) ‘f 1 LY = 1 and p # 0 in (2.2) below), M, 
is a-stable motion (Brownian motion when (Y = 2), i.e., has stationary independent 
a-stable increments with 
E[exp{ie[K(r) - K(s)111 
exp{-4lf -slB’}, CY =2, 
= 
r 
exp{-]t-sll0l”[l-i/3 sgn(0)tan(&ra)]}, O<a<2,afl, (2.2) 
exp{-(r - s( (0([ 1+ $(2/rr) sgn( 0) ln(0(]}, (Y = 1, 
where IpI G 1. We note that for each (Y E (0,2], (Y # 1 (or (Y = 1, p = 0) M, is l/a-ss. 
We first note that the left- and right-equivalent stationary processes of an si stable 
process can be moving averages only simultaneously. 
Theorem 1. Let 1< a < 2 and X be an si a-stable process. The left-equivalent stationary 
process Y,_ of X is a moving average if and only if the right-equivalent stationary 
process YR of X is a moving average. 
The linear fractional stable motion (A a,H( a, 6; t)) ,tR is an H-ss si a-stable process 
defined forO<H<l,O~a~2,c_u#l (or a=l,p=O), H#l/a, a,bER, by 
cc 
4&a, b; t) = (a[(t - u),H_“” -(-u,,“wy GUI 
+b[(t-u)“?‘” -(-u)!?‘-]} dM,(u), (2.3) 
with the convention Oy = 0 even for y<O. When CY =2, the processes A,,,(a, b; .) 
are multiples of the fractional Brownian motion for all a and b. However, when 
0 < LY < 2, different lines through the origin of the (a, b) plane give different processes 
(CM, 1989; Samorodnitsky and Taqqu, 1989). 
We now assume 1 < (Y < 2. As shown in CM (1989), the left-equivalent stationary 
a-stable process YL( a, b; + ) of the linear fractional stable motion A,,,(a, b; . ) is a 
moving average 
I 
co 
Y,(a, b; t) = _Iga.h(t-4 d%(u), tE& (2.4) 
where 
[ I 
x+ 
ga,b(x) = a xfP”a -emx e”vHP”a dv 
0 I 
+ b xy-I/~ _epX 
[ 
e-uvHp’/a dv 
1 
=: ag,(x)+ bgz(x). (2.5) 
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(Note that formulae (2.4) and (2.5) were established in CM (1989) for a symmetric 
random measure M,. Of course, they remain valid for p f 0.) Likewise, the right 
equivalent stationary a-stable process YR of the linear fractional stable motion A,., 
is a moving average 
I 
a? 
Y,(a, b; t) = ha,,,(f - u) dM,(u), r E R, (2.6) 
-,oz 
=: ah,(x)+bh,(x). (2.7) 
One of the main purposes of this paper is to prove the converse of the above 
observation characterizing the linear fractional stable motion as follows. 
Theorem 2. Fix l<a<2,O<H<l, H#l/ (Y. Let X be a nondegenerate H-sssi 
a-stable process. If its left- (or equivalently right-) equivalent stationary process is a 
moving average, then 
X(.) z A,,.,(a, b; .) forsomea, bglR. 
When g(x) = 0 for x < 0 in (2.1), Y is a nonanticipating moving average process 
as it is expressed in terms of the past increments of the stable motion M, : Y(t) = 
j’w g(t- u) dM,(u); and when g(x) = 0 for x > 0, Y is a fully anticipating moving 
average as it is expressed in terms of the future increments of the stable motion 
M, : Y(t) = j: g( t - u) dM,( u). When Y,(a, b; . ) is a nonanticipating moving 
average of M,, namely ga,h(x) = 0 for x < 0 in (2.5), then b = 0, since for x < 0, g,(x) = 
0 but g2(x) # 0. The linear fractional stable motion with b = 0, A,,,(a, 0; .), is the 
one introduced in Taqqu and Wolpert (1983) and is called the left linear fractional 
stable motion. Hence, given a linear fractional stable motion, if its left-equivalent 
stationary process YL is a nonanticipating moving average, then it is a left linear 
fractional stable motion. When Y,(a, b; . ) is a fully anticipating moving average 
of M,, namely ha,b(x) = 0 for x > 0 in (2.7), then a = 0, since for x > 0, h,(x) = 0 
but h,(x) # 0. Thus, given a linear fractional stable motion, if its right-equivalent 
stationary process YR is a fully anticipating moving average, then it is a right linear 
fractional stable motion. We can generalize this characterization to general H-ss si 
a-stable process as follows once we have Theorem 2. 
Corollary 1. Fix 1 < LY < 2,0 < H < 1, H # l/a. Let X be a nondegenerate H-ss si 
a-stable process. 
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(i) If its left-equivalent stationary process YL is a nonanticipating moving average, 
then 
X(a) g A,,N(a,O;*) forsomeaZ0. 
(ii) If its right-equivalent stationaryprocess YR is afully anticipating moving average, 
then 
X( .) 2 A,,H(O, b; .) forsome b # 0. 
It is seen from (2.4)-(2.7) that the left-equivalent stationary process Y,_ of a 
nondegenerate linear fractional stable motion cannot be a fully anticipating moving 
average, because if ga,b(x) = 0 for x > 0, then a = b = 0 and g,,, = 0; and, likewise, 
the right-equivalent stationary process YR cannot be a nonanticipating moving 
average. 
A related characterization of the linear fractional stable motions would be as the 
only H-ss si a-stable processes X of the form 
J 
cc 
x(t) = [G(t-u)-G(-u)]dM,(u), tE[W, (2.8) 
-cc 
where G( t -. ) - G( -. ) E L”(R) for each t E R. Expressed in this way, this charac- 
terization does not involve the corresponding stationary process Y, and hence is 
stated for all O< LY (2. Vervaat (1987) derives such a characterization under a 
self-similarity assumption on the kernel of (2.8) of the following form: for all 
t, u E R, c > 0, 
G(c(t-u))-G(-cu)=cO[G(t-u)-G(-u)] (2.9) 
and G(0) = 0. Indeed, (2.9) implies immediately that G(x) = ax?+- bx!. This self- 
similarity of the kernel G also clearly implies the self-similarity of the process X. 
Theorem 2 (or more precisely, its proof in Section 4) establishes this characterization 
when the self-similarity of G is replaced by that of X. We state this characterization 
in the following: 
Theorem 3. Fix 0 < a < 2,0 < H < 1, H # l/ CK. If X is a nondegenerate H-S si a-stable 
process of the form (2.8) and G is locally integrable, rhen X is a linearfractional stable 
motion. 0 
Although we believe that Theorem 3 holds without the assumption of local 
integrability of G, our proof needs it. 
3. The harmonizahle fractional stable motion 
Another important class of stationary complex-valued stable processes consists of 
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harmonizable stable processes: 
Y(t) = eirh dZ(h), t E R, (3.1) 
where Z has complex, independent, rotationally invariant a-stable increments and 
finite control measure p, i.e. 
for ail complex numbers z and functions f in L”(p). The measure p is called the 
spectral measure of the harmonizable process Y. 
We first note that (as for moving averages in Theorem 1) the left- and right- 
equivalent processes of an si stable process can be harmonizable only simultaneously. 
Theorem 4. Let 1 < cy < 2 andX be an si a-stableprocess. The left-equivalent stationary 
process Y,_ of X is harmonizable if and only if the right-equivalent stationary process 
YL of X is harmonizable. 
The harmonizable fractional stable motion (@,,,,,(a, b; t)),,_, is an H-ss si com- 
plex-valued a-stable process defined for 0~ H < 1, O< N s 2, a, b E R, by 
where fi_ is a complex a-stable motion, i.e. has complex, independent, stationary, 
rotationally invariant increments (and Lebesgue control measure). When (Y = 2, the 
processes @,,,(a, b; .) are multiples of the fractional Brownian motion for all a 
and b. However, when 1 < (Y <2 different rays from the origin of the (a, b) plane 
give different processes (CM, 1989). Assume 1 < cy < 2. As shown in CM (1989), the 
left- and right-equivalent stationary a-stable processes Y,(a, b; .) and Y,(a, b; . ) 
of the harmonizable fractional stable motion @,+,(a, b; .) are harmonizable stable 
processes 
3 s 
Y,(a, b; t) = et’* dZ,( A ), Y,(a, b; t) = eirh dZ,(A), 
X -LX 
where 
=-& (aA:-Hm”” + bA\- HP”a) dG<,(A), 
We now characterize the harmonizable fractional stable motion. 
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Theorem 5. Fix 1~ (Y < 2,0 < H < 1. Let X be a nondegenerate H-ss si complex-valued 
o-stable process. If its left- (or equivalently right-) equivalent stationary process is 
harmonizable, then 
X(.) 5 Oa.H(a, b; .) forsomea, bER. 
One-sided harmonizable fractional stable motions can be characterized in the 
following way. 
Theorem 6. Fix 1 < Q < 2,0 < H < 1. Let X be a nondegenerate H-ss si complex-valued 
o-stable process. 
(i) Ifits left- or right-equivalent stationary process YL or YR is harmonizable with 
spectral measure vanishing on some interval of positive numbers then 
X( .) 2 O,,n(O, b; .) = b 
5 
” e”“-1 
7 Ihl’PH-“‘r dI\;j,,(A) forsome b ZO. 
-CC 
(ii) If its left- or right-equivalent stationary process Y, or YR is harmonizable with 
spectral measure vanishing on some interval of negative numbers then 
X(.) 2 O,,,(a,O; .)=a ___ A’-HP”“ di@,(A) forsomea # 0. 
A real harmonizable stable process is of the form Re Y(t), where Y(t) is as 
in (3.1). It is shown in CM (1989) that the real harmonizable fractional stable 
processes Re eu,&(a, 6; .) are all multiples of each other in distribution. The 
following characterization of the real harmonizable fractional stable process 
Re @,,,( 1,l; *) follows from Theorem 5. 
Corollary 2. Fix 1 < (Y < 2,0< H < 1. Let X be a nondegenerate H-ss si a-stable 
process. If its left- (or equivalently right-) equivalent stationary process is real harmoniz- 
able, then for some constant c, 
4. Proofs for linear fractional stable motion (Theorems 1,2 and Corollary 1) 
We first state the following result due to Kanter (1973) which is used below. 
Lemmal. LetO<o<2andf,gELa(R).Ifforanyc ,,..., c,,t ,,..., t,ER, 
I” 1 ; c,f(t,u)iadu=j_; ln&.g(t.-u)ladu, 
-a: n=, 
then there exist numbers E E (-1, 1) and 7 E R such that f (u) = eg( u + T) for almost 
all u. q 
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In what follows, we write M for M, for notational simplicity. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose Y,_ is a moving average: 
I 
a? 
YL(f) = _g~(r-u) dM(n), PER 
for some gLE L”(R). Then by (1.3), for s < f, 
J 
‘x 
X(t)-X(s)= [G(f - u) - G(s - ~11 dM(u), 
PC.2 
where 
J 
x 
‘Z(X) = gdx) + gL(v) dv, XER. 
0 
Thus by (1.2) for all t E CR, 
cc 
J {J 
cc 
YR(f)= emu [G,(t-v)-G,(t+u-v)]dM(v) du 
0 -I’ I 
where 
cr 
J iJ 
,cc 
= e-“[G,(t-u)-G,(t-v+u)]du dM(v) 
-a-, 0 I 
J 
cc 
=: g,(f - v) dM(v), 
~&X’ 
gR(x) = W ePU 
J 
[GL(x)-GL(x+u)]du, XER. 
0 
Thus, YR is also a moving average. Similarly, if YR is a moving average, then so is 
Y L’ 0 
Remark. A simple calculation yields 
’ gL(x) = gR(x) -2eC‘ 
J 
e’g,(v) dv. 
tx 
Similarly, we have 
J 
m- 
gR(x) = gL(x) -2e‘ em'g, (v) dv. 
\
Proof of Theorem 2. From (1.3) and (2.1), we have for s, t E R, 
Ix 
X(t)-X(s)= 
J [ --T 
g(f-u)-g(r-4+J,~t;g(v)dv] dM(u) 
J 
x 
Yz [G(t-u)-G(s-u)JdM(u), 
--u 
(4.1) 
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where 
G(x) = g(x) + g(v) dv, PER. 
Fixt#O.Thenwehaveforanya ,,..., aN,x ,,..., x,ERandc>O, 
c” a,[X(c(t+x,))-X(cx,)l n=, 
(where we have used the l/a-self-similarity of M). On the other hand, 
: %[x(t+&-x(x,)l n=, 
4 
= J i ; a,[G(t+x,-u)-G(x,-u)] dM(v). --a3 n=, I 
Hence by the self-similarity of X and 
we have for each c > 0, 
m N 
c I I C a,[G(c(t+x,-v))-G(c(x,-v))] oda 
J--m In=1 
l-03 
: a,[G(t+x,-u)-G(x,-v)] “du, 
n=, 
=C 
IXH J -cc 
namely, the functions c”“-“[G(c(t-.))-G(c(-.))I and G(t-.)-G(-+) have 
equal &-norms of all linear combinations of their tanslates. Then, by Lemma 1 by 
Kanter (1973), for every t # 0 and every c > 0, 
c”a-H[G(c(t-u))-G(-cu)] 
=~(t,c)[G(t-u-~(t,c))-G(-u-~(t,c))] (4.2) 
for almost of all u, where .s( t, c) E (-1, tl}, r( t, c) E R. For simplicity, we write p 
for 11~1 -H below. 
We first show that for some 0 E R, 
T(t, c)= r3(1-l/C), t>o, c>o, 
where 0 is independent of t and c. 
(4.3) 
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We have by (4.2), for c, , c2 > 0, 
(c,c~)~[G(c,c~(r - u)) - G(-c,w)l 
=~~~~[G(c~(c,~-c,u))-G(-c~c,u)] 
=cfa(c,r, c,)[G(c,r-c,u-~(c,r,c~))-G(-c,u-~(c,r,cJ)] 
=E(C,~,C~)C~[G(C,(~-U-~~‘~(C,~,C~)))-G(-C,(U+C;‘~(C,~,C~)))] 
=E(c,~,c~)E(~,c,)[G(~-~-~;‘T(c,~,c~)-T(~,c,)) 
-G(-u-c,‘~(c,r,c~)-~(r,c,))] (4.4) 
for almost all U. On the other hand, applying (4.2) for c = c,cz we have 
(c,cz) “[G(c,c,(l- u)) - G(-c,w)l 
=F(~,c,c~)[G(~-~-T(~,c,c~))-G(-~-T(~,c,c~))] (4.5) 
for almost all U. 
We now claim that (4.4) and (4.5) imply that for every t > 0 and c,, c2 > 0, 
T(f, c,c*) = r(r, c,)+c;‘r(c,G c,), (4.6) 
~0, c,cJ = s(c,r, cMr, c,). (4.7) 
To see this we observe that, if we put 
H,(u)=G(r-u)-G(-u), UEIR, 
and if for some r > 0, 
eH,(u+6)=~‘H,(u+8’) a.a. U, 
where E, F’E (-1, 1) and 6, S’ER, then 
S=S’ and E=E’. 
Indeed, (4.8) is equivalent to 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(e/&‘)H,(u+S-S’)=H,(u) a.a. u. (4.10) 
Since jrx: /H,(u)(” d u<oo, if S-S’fO, then (4.10) would imply that H,(u)=0 for 
almost all U. But, then 
x(r) = 
I 
m [G(r-u)-G(-u)]dM(u)=O. 
-CC 
Note that for a nondegenerate ss process, P{X( r) = 0} < 1 for every r > 0. Thus the 
obtained contradiction proves S - 6’ = 0; and (4.10) implies E/E’ = 1. Now (4.4) and 
(4.5) imply 
E(r, c,cJH,(n+rk c,~)) 
= E(c,r, q)&(r, c,)H,(u+c;‘7(c,r, c,)+7(r, c,)) a.a. 24, 
and by (4.8) and (4.9), we obtain (4.6) and (4.7). 
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Now, let m be a positive integer. We have from (4.2), 
c”[G(cm-cu)-G(-cu)] 
=kE1 cP[G(c. l-C(U-(m-k)))-G(-C(U-(m-k)))] 
=kti E(l,c)[G(m-k- u+l-~(l,c))-G(m-k-u-~(l,c))] 
=E(l,c)[G(m-u-~(l,c))-G(-u-T(~,c))] (4.11) 
for almost all U. Comparing (4.11) with (4.2) for t = m, we obtain for a.a. U, 
E(l,c)[G(m-u-r(l,c))-G(-U-r(l,c))] 
=E(m,c)[G(m-u-~(m,c))-G(-u-~(m,c))]. 
It then follows from (4.8) and (4.9) that 
T(m, C) = T(1, C), E(m, C) = &(I, C), for every c > 0, m = 1,2, . . . . 
Likewise, if we start with T( 1, c) instead of T( 1, c), then the same procedure will give 
T(rn?, C) = T(t, c), &(mt, c) = &(t, c), forallt>O c>O, m=1,2 ,.... 
It follows that for any m, n = 1,2, . . . , 
T((m/n)t,C)=T(((m/n)t)Fl,C)=T(mt,C)=T(t,C). 
Thus 
T(@, c) = T(r, c) (4.12) 
for every t > 0, c > 0, and rational q > 0, and similarly 
E(qf, C) = &(t, C). (4.13) 
Comparing (4.12) with (4.6), we conclude that 
T(f,4c)=T(t,q)+(l/q)T(f,c) (4.14) 
for every t > 0, c > 0, rational q > 0. Now letting c > 0 be rational as well, we obtain 
from (4.6) and (4.12), 
r(f, 4c) = r(t, c)+(l/c)r(r, q), (4.15) 
and so by (4.14) and (4.15), 
T(t,q)+(I/4)T(t,c)=T(t,c)+(I/c)T(t,q) 
for every t > 0 and rationals q, c > 0, and thus 
r(t, 4)(1-l/c) = T(t, c)(l- l/q). 
It follows that for t > 0, T( f, 1) = 0 and for rationals 0 < q, c # 1, 
r(t, q)/(l -l/q) = r(t, c)/(l- l/c), 
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implying that for some a(t) E R, 
r(r, 4) = a(t)(l - l/q), t > 0, 
for all rationals q > 0. 
It follows from (4.12) and (4.16) that 
(4.16) 
a(t)=a(qt) forevery t>Oandrationalq>O. (4.17) 
Now let c > 0. Comparing (4.6) for c, = c, c2 = 2 and for c, = 2, cz = c, we have 
T(t,C)+(1/C)T(Ct,2)=7(t,2)+~T(2t,c)=T(t,2)+:T(t,C), 
where we have used (4.12). Thus, from (4.16), 
7(t, C)+(l/2c)a(ct)=~a(t)+~T(t, c), 
implying 
7(t,c)=a(t)-(l/c)a(ct). 
The next step is to prove that r( t, c) is continuous in t > 0. Set 
J 
? 
J(Y) = G(-u) du, PER. 
0 
Note that J( .) is absolutely continuous. We have 
J 
Y 
cP[G(c(t-u))-G(-cu)]du 
0 C(.V~O CY 
=c 
p-1 [I G(-II) dv - --c, J G(-u) du 0 1 
=c pp’[J(c(y-t))-J(-ct)-J(cy)]. 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
Also 
J y[G(t-u-T(t,c))-G(-u-T(t,~))]du 0 y-r+s(t.c) = J G(-v) dv - pl+7(1. c) J 
y+7(1,c) 
G(-v) dv 
T(V) 
=J(y-t+T(t,c))-J(-t+T(t,c))-J(y+T(t,c))+J(T.(t,c)). (4.20) 
Thus, by (4.2), (4.19) and (4.20), 
cP-‘[J(c(y-t))-J(-ct)-J(cy)] 
=~(t,c)[J(y-t+T(t,c))-J(-t+T(t,c)) 
-J(y+dt, c))+-‘(T(f, C))] 
for all y E R, t > 0, c > 0. 
(4.21) 
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Keep now c > 0 fixed and let F(t) := T( t, c). Let to> 0 and suppose that ?( t,) does 
not converge to ?( to) for some {t,} tending to to. Then there is a number I( to) E 
[-CO, CO] such that I( to) # F( to) and ?( t,,) + I( to) as k + ~0 along some subsequence 
ink]. 
We now show that for every y1 , y, E R, 
lim [J(y,+x)-J(y,--yz+x)-J(y2+x)+J(x)]=0. 
x-+cr 
(4.22) 
Take for example 0 < y, < y, . Then for x + ~0, 
IJ(Y,+x)-J(Y,-Y,+x)-J(YZ+x)+J(x)l 
ll 
Y,+X 
I 
)2+X 
= G(-u) du - G(-u) du 
YI-YZ+X I 
15 
Yz+x 
= 
[W-u +Y,-Y,) - W-u)1 du 
x 
Y*+x~G(-~+y2-y,)-G(-~)~~ du 1 “a < ,;-‘/a x 
+O asx+cc 
by the integrability of IH,( u)lU. The case x + --03 is similar and (4.22) is thus proved. 
Suppose now that Z(to) = +IOO. It follows from (4.21) and (4.22) that 
~~-‘[J(~(y-t,))--J(-~t~)-_Z(cy)]=0 foranyyER. (4.23) 
Since .J’( y) = G( -y) for a.a. y, we conclude from (4.23) that 
G( ct, - y) - G( -y) = 0 for a.a. y, 
which implies X( ct,) = 0, contradicting as before P{X( ct,) = 0} < 1. 
Let us now consider the case Z(to) E (-00, a). It follows from (4.21) that 
lim SUP EC&, c)[J(~-t,+I(t,))-I(-to+z(to))-J(~+I(to))+J(l(to))l 
k-m 
and thus 
for almost all y E R, which is again impossible if I( to) # T( to), because of (4.8)-(4.9). 
This proves that T(C, c) is continuous in t> 0. It follows now from (4.16) that 
a(t) is continuous in t > 0 so that by (4.17), a(t) = 13. Thus, from (4.18), we conclude 
(4.3). 
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Since J( .) is continuous and T( t, c) is continuous in t> 0, (4.21) implies that 
e(f, c) is also continuous in t > 0, which together with (4.13) and ~(t, c) E: (-1, +1} 
means that for any t > 0, 
e(t,c)=+l or &(t,c)=-1. (4.24) 
Comparing (4.7) and (4.24), we obtain 
&(t, c)= 1 forall t>O, c>O. 
Therefore we conclude from (4.2) that for every t > 0 and c > 0, 
cP[G(c(t-u))-G(-cu)]=G(t-u-B(1-l/c))-G(-u-~(1-1/c)) 
for almost all u E R, so that for any t > 0, c > 0, 
cPG(c(t-~))-G(t-~--_(l-1/~))=~PG(-~~)-G(--U-~(l-l/c)) 
(4.25) 
for almost all u E R. By Fubini’s theorem, for any c> 0 and for almost all u E R, 
(4.25) holds for almost all t > 0. Therefore, the right hand side of (4.25) is independent 
of u (almost everywhere). Thus, there exists a function k(c) such that 
c”G(cu)-G(u-0(1-l/c))==k(c) a.a.u. 
Then for any c, , c2 > 0, for almost all u E R, 
(4.26) 
~(c,c,) = (c,c~)~G(c,c~u)- G u - 0 1 -~ ( ( c2) 
=c:'[c~G(c,cru),-G(u-e(d)) 
=c:[~(,~)+G(c,,B(~-~))]-G(u-~(~-~)) 
=clk(c,)+cfG(c,(u-:(I-:))) 
-G(u-t(l-;)-"(I-$)) 
= cfk(c>)+ k(q). 
Thus for every c, , c2 > 0, 
k(c,cJ= cYk(c,)+k(c,), 
and likewise 
k(c,cJ = clk(c,) + k(c2). 
Hence k( 1) = 0 and for 0 < c, , c2 # 1 we have 
k(c,)l(l - cIp) = k(c,)l(l - cz”), 
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namely for some y E R, 
k(c)=r(l-c”), c>O. (4.27) 
Then, from (4.26) and (4.27) we have that for any c > 0, 
cPG(cu)-G(u-0(1-l/c))=y(l-cP) a.a.u. (4.28) 
Let 
G(u):= G(u)+?. (4.29) 
Then (4.28) is equivalent to 
c”G(cu)= G(u-@(l-l/c)) a.a. u 
and putting y = u + 0/c, we obtain 
c~G;(cy-e)=@y-8) a.a.y. (4.30) 
Take y,, y, > 0. It follows from (4.30) that 
~(y,~,-e)=cp~(cy,~~-e)=(~~,)p~;p~((~~,)~~-e)=~;p~(~~-e) 
for almost all pairs ( y,, yz) E (0, Co) X (0, Co). Similarly 
G(y,yz-e)=y;pG(y,-e) a.a.y,>O, yz>O. 
Consequently, 
ypG( y - e) = const. = a, say, a.a. y > 0, 
and hence 
C?(y)=.(y+e)p a.a.y>-0. (4.31) 
Now let y, < 0, y, > 0. Then by (4.30), 
QY,Y,- e) = c~&Y,Y,- e) = (-cY,)~(-Y,)~~~((-cY,)(-Y~)- e) 
= (-y,)pd(-y,- e) (4.32) 
for almost all pairs ( y, , y2) E (-00,O) X (0,00). Similarly 
G(y,yz-e)=y;p6(y,-e) a.a.y,<O, yz>O. (4.33) 
Hence by (4.32) and (4.33) we conclude 
(-y,)Pc((y,-e)=yzPG(-y,-e) a.a. y,<O, y,>O. 
Therefore 
(-y)pG(y-e)=const.=b, say, a.a.y<O, 
and hence 
c5(y)=b(-(y+e))-P a.a.y<-0. 
We can combine (4.31) and (4.34) as 
~(y)=a(y+e);P+bb(y+e)IP a.a.yER. 
(4.34) 
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By (4.29), we obtain 
Therefore 
X(t) = 
i 
cc [G(t-u)-G(-u)]dM(u) 
-ocI 
I 
I^ 
= ~_{a[(r-u+e);“-j-u+8);“] 
cr 
d 
= _K,{a[(r-~),P-(-~);P]+b[(t-~)IP-(-~)~P]}dM(~) 
since dM(u - 0) 5 dM(u), where g means equality of all finite-dimensional distri- 
butions. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. q 
Proof of Corollary 1. Since the proofs of (i) and (ii) are similar, we only prove (i). 
Since YL(t)=~~Eg(t-u)dM( ). 24 1s a nonanticipating moving average, g(x) = 0 for 
x < 0, and thus G(x) = 0, x < 0. Then, in (4.26), k(c) = 0, and hence y = 0 in (4.27). 
Thus in (4.29), G(U) = G(u) = 0, u ~0. Consequently, we conclude that b = 0 in 
(4.34), and X( .) &L An,H(a, 0; .). q 
5. Proofs for harmonizahle fractional stable motion (Theorems 4, 5 and 6) 
Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose YL is harmonizable: YL(f) =jFx ei’* dZ,(A), t E R, 
where Z,_ is as in (3.1). Then by (1.3), for s < t, 
X(t)-X(s)=l: [eifA-ci’A+I,‘eiuAdu] dZ,(h) 
Thus by (1.2) for all t E R, 
(5.1) 
du 
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where 
ih + 1 
d-G(*) = iA _ 1 - dZL(A), A E Iw. 
Note that therefore YL and YR have the same spectral measure. Similarly, if YR is 
harmonizable, then so is YL. El 
Proof of Theorem 5. Suppose YL is harmonizable: 
I 
cn 
YL(f) = eifh dZ(A), t E Iw, 
-CC 
where Z is as in (3.1) with finite control measure EL. Recall from (5.1) that for all s < t, 
X(t)-X(s)= 
J 
m teitA 
-m 
Fix t>O. Then we have for any a, ,..., LI~,x,, ,..., x~ELQ and c>O, 
(5.2) 
$ u,[X(c(t+x,))-X(cx,)3 
It=0 
J in N _-oo ;, un(eic(f+xrr)h -eicxr2* 
=J( > 
)( 4 1 +$ dZ(A) 
Q, 
-00 
1 +i 
-I( > 
F a, eicxnh(eicrh - 1) dZ(A) 
II=0 cc = l+g E a, eixn*(ei’* -l)Z(dA/c) 
--co n=O 
and 
C” n~oa"~x~f+x.)-x(x,)l 
Hence by the self-similarity of X, we have for each c > 0, 
,a (y)a’2 leirh - l(“[l+ a e’“*la~(dA/c) 
zc~a I”,($?)rr’2 lei’* - 11”\1+ a eiXAlap(dA). (5.3) 
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Differentiating (5.3) with respect to a and putting a = 0, we obtain for any x E R, 
which implies 
Therefore 
(A’+ c2)“‘2t_L(dA/c) = ?“(A’+ l)“‘“,u(dA). 
Integrating (5.6) from 0 to any a > 0, we have 
I 
U (A2+c2)“‘2~(dh/c) = cHa 
0 I 
’ (A2+l)U’2p(dA). 
0 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
If we define 
f(v):= (h2+ l)““p(dA), 
then the right-hand side of (5.7) is c”“f(a) and the left-hand side is 
I ’ (A2+c2)u’2~(dA/c) = 
u/c 
0 I 
(~~u~+c*)~~‘~~(d~)) 
0 
=c u (v2+ l)““p(du)= c”f(a/c). 
We thus have for any c > 0, y 10, 
MY/C) = c”“f(v). 
If we put l/c=x,y=l, we have 
f(x) =f( l)X”“-H’, x > 0, 
namely, 
I X (h2+ l)““,u(dA) =f(l)x”“-H’. 0 
This implies p(dA) is absolutely continuous on (0, ~0) with a Radon-Nikodym 
derivative q(A) such that p(dh) = q(A) dh, and 
(X2+ l)““q(A) =f(l)cr(l -H)Aa(‘PH)-‘, 
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namely, for some a E R, 
P(dA) = (A2+ul)“,2* a(‘-H)-’ dh for A > 0. 
Hence 
dZ(A) 2 & A1-H-“u dl\;l,(A) for A > 0. 
Similarly, we have for some b E R, 
dZ(A) 2 -I& IAl’-H-“a dfia(A) for A <O. 
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(5.8) 
(5.9) 
Finally, (5.5) implies that any atom of p at 0 satisfies cU~tlU~({O}) = cHU(t[“~({O}) 
and thus ~((0)) = 0 (since t > 0,O < H < 1). Therefore 
dZ(A) 2 -I& (uA:-~~“~ + bA”“+) dfiQ(A). 
Combining this with (5.2), we have 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5 for YL, and its proof for YR is similar. q 
Proof of Theorem 6. For the left-equivalent process YL, (i) follows from (5.8) and 
(ii) from (5.9) (and likewise for YR). 0 
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